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This ebook includes a biographical
introduction, a short critical analysis of
Oscar Wilde and a brief introduction to this
work. Moorside Press has placed an
emphasis on creating a usable formatting
system for all of Wildes plays, denoting
characters, stage directions and settings,
separate from spoken lines. Written in
1891 in French, published in 1893, then
translated into English by Arthur Douglas
in 1894, Salome was not performed until
1896, by which time Wilde was in prison.
A tragedy, the plot loosely follows the
scene from the Bible in which Salome
performs the Dance of the Seven Veils in
exchange for the head of John the Baptist,
here epitomised by the prophet Iokanaan.
The play as devised by Wilde is full of
symbolism using colours and the moon to
denote different phases of Salomes
enchantment. Wilde also stoked the first
part, using minor characters to describe the
setting, with a number of portentous lines
and actions that pronounce the horrors to
come.The play is in some respects
infamous for its eroticism, though its initial
banning was actually because it was
against the law to depict biblical characters
on the stage. Although it was performed
many times once the ban was lifted, it was
actually more famous once it was
transformed into an opera by Richard
Strauss.
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